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Vitality Wellness has partially reopened. Hours and capacity are limited to members only, age 16+.
 

Please watch for updates and information via member email or on our Facebook page.

UPDATE: As long as you are 16+, swimming   
buddies are no longer required.

Vitality Reflections

                  by Katie Baier 

Sometimes life throws a curve ball...
When reflecting on the past four
months, the word that comes to mind as
being affected the most is control. We
were forced to give up control of our
routines, our dining out rituals, our
family and friend gatherings, and for some our time at work. But
despite our lack of control, I believe in a silver lining for everything
that happens, because I believe it happens for us. Read more.

Vitality Wellness is creating
community well-being and
promoting healthy lifestyles. The
goal is to provide programs, services
and amenities designed to support
well-being through the six dimensions
of wellness. Click on the image to
learn more.

Dimension Focused Update

PHYSICAL: Enhance your self-esteem, self-control,
determination, and stronger sense of personal
empowerment.

Maintaining a sound substantial body through regular exercise,
proper nutrition, sleeping well and avoiding harmful habits.
Maintaining a consistent well-rounded exercise program is crucial
to physical wellness.

Affirmation Goal: I exercise at least 3 times per week, for 30
minutes each time

OCCUPATIONAL: Gain personal satisfaction and find
enrichment in life through our work. Your attitude is
critical for development and happiness.

Surrounding yourself with a healthy work and
living environment free of hazards and focused
on conservation of all natural resources and the
role we play in bettering the environment.
Environmental/Occupational wellness is about respecting nature
and your surroundings and in gaining personal fulfillment from our
surroundings.

Affirmation Goal: I have a balance between my work/school
life and the other areas of my life

SOCIAL: Contribute to your environment and community
to emphasize the connection we have between others
and nature.

Social wellness is about relating, interacting, and
communicating well with others.
Social wellness is also about being comfortable in your own skin to
be able to contribute and engage in a healthy living environment.
Including people in all aspects of our lives is tantamount to social
wellness.

Affirmation Goal: I am aware of and able to set and respect my
own and others boundaries

INTELLECTUAL: Encourages continuous learning,
problem solving and creativity. Open your mind to
new ideas and experiences that can be applied in
your life.

Being able to engage in lively interaction with
the world around you.
The intellect is about flexing the mind’s muscle and opening the
mind. One’s intellectual being is about continued learning, problem
solving, processing and creativity.
Intellectual wellness involves connecting with others on a cerebral
level.

Affirmation Goal: I commit time and energy to professional
and self-development 

SPIRITUAL: focuses on the ‘bigger picture’ of life. It
allows us to find meaning in life events and in our life
purpose.

Having a sense that life is meaningful and has
a purpose and that we are guided in our
journey.
Spiritual wellness is about embracing the meta-physical and
reaching beyond the physical realm of existence and experiences.

Affirmation Goal: I have a sense of meaning and purpose in
my life

EMOTIONAL: empowers us to be aware of and accept
our feelings, have an optimistic view on life, and enjoy
life despite the challenges we may face.

Being in touch with your emotional presence and
being aware and comfortable with your own
thoughts and feelings.
Emotional wellness relies on being able to express one’s thoughts
and sensations and to be able to absorb those of others.

Affirmation Goal: I have a sense of control in my life and I am
able to adapt to change 

About Us

Contact Us

Blood Drive  

Thursday, August 13,
2020 
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
First Baptist Church  
401 Fourth Street South -
Long Prairie

Please call 1-800-RED
CROSS (1-800-733-2767)
or visit
RedCrossBlood.org  
enter Sponsor Code: Long
Prairie Community  

Recipes of the Month

Hasselback Baked
Caprese Chicken

Skinny Chocolate Chip
Fro-Yo Sandwiches

Click on the photos below

for additional Health and

Wellness information!

Follow our Facebook page
for updates, daily uplifting
messages, recipes,
activities to do with kids, at
home workouts, and stress
relief.

Contact Misty Lemke, Communications & Marketing
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